Round Clematis
An original design by David Kennedy
A circular panel edged in 4x4 mm “C” section lead came. The original panel size is
approximately 12 inches, (305 mm) diameter.
Where possible I have included the manufacturers and catalogue codes for glass I used in the
original panel although this is only a guide and not a requirement.
Feel free to include the glass of your choice and let your imagination run wild.
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Pattern Code

Description

Art Glass
Manufacturer
(optional)

Catalogue
Code
(optional)

Colour
(optional)
Ice white, white opal,
cobalt blue, peach gold.
Cream, gold pink, clear
Clear, white, gold pink,
purple.

B

Background

Youghiogheny 1165

F (# 1-6)

Flowers

Uroboros
Uroboros

FC (# 1-6)

Flower Centres

Youghiogheny Laburnum

Autumn gold, yellow gold.

L

Leaves

Uroboros
Uroboros

00-74
00-79

C

Clouds

Uroboros

10-55

Three greens.
Celery green, deep forest
green.
Cobalt blue, white, green
fractures.

60-285
65-299

Tips & Recommendation
1. 1. Try to select an interesting piece of glass for the background,
fracture & streamer, confetti ect.
2. You can use up scraps of art glass in this panel especially for the
flowers and leaves.
3. Panel can be hung in a window or placed on a stand as shown
these are available at www.fireliteforms.com/category/39175338

Copyright information
This Round Clematis stained glass pattern was designed by David Kennedy of
(www.kennedyoriginalstainedglass.com) copyright 2016. All rights reserved. It is illegal to distribute this
stained glass pattern electronically or in hard copy without written permission from David Kennedy.
This stained glass pattern is for personal use only, permission is granted for limited use of this stained
glass pattern for projects to sell at local crafts shops or to raise funds at charity auctions.
Please do not post or distribute this stained glass pattern on other websites.
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This pattern can be printed using Adobe Acrobat Reader which can be downloaded free using this
link, https://get.adobe.com/reader/ This package allows you to tile print the pattern across several
pages.
Once you have opened the pattern in Adobe scroll down to page no 4, press the printer icon in the
top left hand corner then select your printer.
Under “ Pages to print “ select current page or page no 4.
Under “ page sizing and handling “ there are four buttons, Size, Poster, Multiple and Booklet, press
Poster and you will see two boxes appear below “ Tile Scale “ and “ Overlap “ . To print this pattern
actual size which is approx 12 inches in diameter you need to enter 400% in the “ Tile Scale “ box
and press Poster again.

You will now see the pattern displayed as it will be printed. It is possible to enlarge the pattern by
increasing the % in the “ Tile Scale “ box, adding 24% will give you another inch all around the
pattern, 48% another 2 inches and so on. When you are happy with your set up simply press print.
Pages can then be taped together to form full size pattern.

